OFFERING MORE THAN JUST GREAT BASS, PURTIS CREEK STATE PARK IS THE PERFECT PLACE FOR AN OUTDOOR ADVENTURE. RESPITE IS A SHORT DRIVE AWAY, ONLY AN HOUR SOUTHEAST OF DALLAS. HIKING AND BIKING OPPORTUNITIES ABOUND, OR IF WATER IS YOUR THING, WET A LINE OR PADDLE ON THE 355-ACRE NO-WAKE LAKE. NO MATTER HOW YOU SPEND YOUR TIME, YOUR MEMORIES ARE SURE TO GROW (JUST LIKE THE STORIES OF THE FISH YOU’VE CAUGHT!).

THANK YOU FOR VISITING!

While enjoying this natural beauty, please remember that everything you see in the park is protected. Artifacts, rocks, plants, and animals (even snakes) are all part of the region’s rich cultural and natural heritage. Help us keep recreational use sustainable for the future and protect these resources by leaving things as you find them. Help us protect this beautiful park for many years to come by keeping it safe and clean.

We hope you will visit these other state parks while visiting North Texas:

Lake Tawakoni State Park
10822 FM 2475 Wills Point, TX 75169; (903) 560-7123

Cedar Hill State Park
1570 West FM 1382 Cedar Hill, TX 75104; (972) 291-3900

Fairfield Lake State Park
123 State Park Road 64 Fairfield, TX 75840; (903) 389-4514

Visit www.tpwd.texas.gov for more information on these and other Texas state parks and historic sites.

Purtis Creek State Park
14225 FM 316 N. Eustace, TX 75124
(903) 425-2332 • www.tpwd.texas.gov/purtiscreek
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A FAMILY TRADITION

I place my kayak in the water, and gaze out across the lake. It’s an early morning, and the sun is only just beginning to rise; the sky is streaked pink and gold. The water is glass, and my boat glides across the surface, the line on my fishing pole whistling in the breeze. I take a moment and close my eyes; the lake is empty except for me and a Great Blue Heron, who’s here for the same reason I am — the fish.

Generations of us have called Purtis Creek State Park our fishing spot. Bass fishing is a family tradition. As I cast my spinnerbait into the water, I hear a slapping in a nearby cove. I look up, startled, and see a beaver warning I’m too close. A final splash and he’s back under the water.

I paddle across to another spot on the water, catching a whiff of wild plum flowers in bloom. I cast again, dragging the lure across the surface, and I hook a fish. After a short tug-of-war, I reel in the biggest largemouth I’ve ever caught! I hear the Pik-chicka-weew call of the White-eyed Vireo and I feel he’s sharing in my victory. A huge smile on my face, I paddle towards shore, ready to share pictures of my catch with my daughter. When she’s a little older, I can’t wait to share this tradition with her. How will you share Purtis Creek State Park with your family?

A CYCLE OF SETTLEMENT

Purtis Creek State Park has been a camping destination for several thousand years, long before anyone dreamed of creating a park here. Prehistoric peoples likely camped in the upland flats and utilized the natural resources for temporary hunting/collecting camps. The lowland areas along Purtis Creek were rich with hunting and gathering opportunities, but would not have made for successful long term settlements due to the small size of the creek itself.

From about 1,200 years ago to the early 1800s, Caddo Indians would have settled in this region, though outside of today’s park boundaries, along the banks of the Trinity, Sabine and Neches rivers, raising subsistence crops and hunting wild game.

When the railroad came to town in 1880, it brought economic stability after the Civil War, and led directly to the development of Eustace a decade later. Fast forward to 1975, and the idea for the park was beginning to grow roots. By 1981, the twelfth and final land tract was acquired and construction could begin on the park. November 9, 1988, Purtis Creek State Park opened its doors to the first campers. Now it’s your turn to follow in their footsteps.